Exosomes derived from rAAV/AFP-transfected dendritic cells elicit specific T cell-mediated immune responses against hepatocellular carcinoma
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Background: Dendritic cell (DC)-derived exosomes (Dexs) have been proved to induce and enhance antigen-specific T cell responses in vivo, and previous clinical trials have shown the feasibility and safety of Dexs in multiple human cancers. However, there is little knowledge on the efficacy of Dexs against hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) until now.

Methods: In this study, human peripheral blood-derived DCs were loaded with recombinant adeno-associated viral vector (rAAV)-carrying alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) gene (rAAV/AFP), and high-purity Dexs were generated. Then naive T cells were stimulated with Dexs to investigate the specific T cell-mediated immune responses against HCC.

Results: Our findings showed that Dexs were effective to stimulate naive T cell proliferation and induce T cell activation to become antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs), thereby exhibiting antitumor immune responses against HCC. In addition, Dex-sensitized DC precursors seemed more effective to trigger major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I)-restricted CTL response and allow DCs to make full use of the minor antigen peptides, thereby maximally activating specific immune responses against HCC.

Conclusion: It is concluded that Dexs, which combine the advantages of DCs and cell-free vectors, are promising to completely, or at least in part, replace mature DCs (mDCs) to function as cancer vaccines or natural antitumor adjuvant.
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Introduction

Liver cancer is the sixth most common cancer and the second most common causes of cancer-related death worldwide,1 with 788,000 deaths reported in 2015.2 Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the most common type of liver cancer, is characterized by rapid progression, high mortality, and poor prognosis, which causes a huge burden of disease.3 Currently, the treatment of HCC mainly includes surgical resection, liver transplantation, transarterial chemoembolization (TACE), radiofrequency ablation, and molecular targeted therapy.4–10 These treatments have shown survival benefits; however, the overall survival and clinical outcomes of HCC remain unsatisfactory.11

The development, progression, and recurrence of HCC have been strongly linked with cancer cell immune escape and human immune functions.12 Since it has been proved to be effective to both directly remove the remaining tumor cells and enhance the overall immune functions,13–15 immunotherapy, as a critical part of multimodality
therapy for HCC, is therefore considered as the most promising strategy for curing HCC.

As antigen-presenting cells (APCs) in the mammalian immune system, dendritic cells (DCs) may trigger adaptive immune response and induce effective antitumor immune response. DC-based immunotherapy is reported to induce tumor antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) responses against multiple cancers. In addition, a variety of DC-based vaccines have been developed and tested for the efficacy against cancers, and both laboratory and clinical studies have been effective to mediate specific antitumor immune responses against and mediate the regression of lung cancer, intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, gastrointestinal cancer, liver cancer, breast cancer, melanoma, glioma, renal cancer, prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, and others.

Exosomes are a recently discovered subtype of membrane vesicle either released from the cell when multivesicular bodies fuse with the plasma membrane or released directly from the plasma membrane, which are reported to have a diameter of 50–100 nm. Previous studies have demonstrated that exosomes may affect the cancer biological behaviors and cancer drug resistance and have potential for diagnosis, therapy, and prognosis. DC-derived exosomes (Dexs) are found to express major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I) and class II (MHC II), as well as co-stimulatory molecules, and have been proved to be able to induce and enhance antigen-specific T cell responses in vivo. Previous clinical trials have shown the feasibility and safety of Dexs in advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), advanced colorectal cancer, and metastatic melanoma. However, there is little knowledge on the efficacy of Dexs against HCC until now.

In this study, human peripheral blood-derived DCs were loaded with recombinant adeno-associated viral vector (rAAV)-carrying alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) gene (rAAV/AFP), and high-purity Dexs were generated. Then naive T cells were stimulated with Dexs to investigate the specific T cell-mediated immune responses against HCC.

**Materials and methods**

**Ethical consideration**

This study was approved by the ethics review committee of Fujian Cancer Hospital (permission no, SQ2016-021-01). Signed informed consent was obtained from all volunteers included in this study.

**Cell culture**

Human HCC HepG2 (human leukocyte antigen [HLA]-A2 positive, AFP secretion positive) and SMMC-7721 (HLA-A2 positive, AFP secretion negative) cell lines were purchased from the Cell Bank of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Cells were cultured in DMEM; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% FBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 5% CO₂ saturated humidity at 37°C. Following growth to 70%–80% confluence, HepG2 and SMMC-7721 cells were digested with 0.25% pancreatin and passaged every 2–3 days at a ratio of 1:3. Log-phase cells were harvested from the subsequent experiments.

**DC isolation and rAAV/AFP transfection**

Approximately 30 mL of peripheral blood was sampled from each healthy volunteer (HLA-A2 positive) without hematopoietic disorders, lymphatic diseases, or infectious diseases and with normal AFP levels. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated, seeded onto six-well plates (Corning Life Sciences, Tewksbury, MA, USA) at a density of 4×10⁶ cells/mL, and cultured at 37°C containing 5% CO₂ for 3 hours. After PBMCs were adherent fully to the plate wall, the plate was gently shaken to suspend the non-adherent cells, and the medium was gently transferred to 50-mL sterile centrifuge tubes. Then cells were washed three times in PBS to remove the suspension cells, and serum-free RPMI 1640 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 100 ng/mL recombinant human granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (rhGM-CSF; PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) and 50 ng/mL rhIL-4 (PeproTech) was added to the culture plate for further culture and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for 2 hours. 1 day post-stimulation with rhGM-CSF and rhIL-4. The virus supernatant was removed, added with serum-free RPMI 1640 medium containing 100 ng/mL rhGM-CSF and 50 ng/mL rhIL-4, and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for 2 hours 1 day post-stimulation with rhGM-CSF and rhIL-4. The virus supernatant was removed, added with serum-free RPMI 1640 medium containing 100 ng/mL rhGM-CSF and 50 ng/mL rhIL-4, and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Cells were stimulated with rAAV/AFP (Virovec, Inc., Nanjing, China) at a titer of 1×10⁹ vg/mL and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for 2 hours 1 day post-stimulation with rhGM-CSF and rhIL-4. The virus supernatant was removed, added with serum-free RPMI 1640 medium containing 100 ng/mL rhGM-CSF and 50 ng/mL rhIL-4, and incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂. Cells were stimulated with 50 ng/mL lipopolysaccharide (LPS; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 5 days after the first stimulation. The efficiency of rAAV/AFP transfection was observed under a fluorescence microscope 7 days after the first stimulation. Mature DCs (mDCs) were harvested post-transfection with rAAV/AFP, added with PBS, centrifuged at 300×g for 5 minutes at room temperature, resuspended, and adjusted to a density of 1×10⁶ cells/mL. The mDCs and the supernatant were harvested for the subsequent experiments.

**Characterization of mDCs morphology and phenotype**

The morphology of mDCs was examined by microscopy on day 7, and mDC isolation was validated by surface
staining with CD11C-APC, CD209-PerCP-Cy5.5, CD54-phycocerythrin (PE), CD86-APC, CD80-PE, HLA-DR-PE, and corresponding isotype-matched antibodies (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) and analysis on a FACSCanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) using the software FlowJo version 7.6.2 (TreeStar, Inc., Ashland, OR, USA).

Dex isolation and characterization
Dexs were isolated using the protocol described previously. Briefly, the culture supernatant of rAAV-empty-infected and rAAV/AFP-transfected mDCs was collected and centrifuged at 37°C, 300×g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was harvested and centrifuged at 4°C, 2,000×g for 20 minutes. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 10,000×g for 30 minutes at low temperature. The supernatant was transferred to 100-kDa MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifiugal (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and centrifuged at 4°C, 1,500×g for 15 minutes. The floating exosome solution, together with sucrose–deuteroxide mixture containing 30% sucrose/D_2O (W/V; Sigma-Aldrich) and PBS (3:3:4 ratio), was transferred to Polylamellar Bell-top Centrifuge Tubes (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea, CA, USA) and centrifuged on an L-100XP ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter, Inc.) at 4°C, 100,000×g for 1 hour. The cushion containing exosomes was washed twice with PBS at 100,000×g for 70 minutes at 4°C, and the obtained Dex pellets were finally resuspended in 100 µL PBS, filtered, and degenerated by 0.22 µm filter (Nordic Biosite, Ta¨by, Sweden). The protein content of Dex was quantified with a bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and then Dexs were stored at –80°C for the subsequent experiments.

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of Dex, approximately 20 µL Dex was transferred onto a pioloform-coated copper grid and allowed to stand at room temperature for 5 minutes. Then, excess fluid was sucked into filter paper. The sample was stained by a drop of 5 µL of 2% methyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 2% uranyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich) under an incandescent light bulb to dry for 1–2 minutes before viewing by TEM (HT7650; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV. The Dex size was measured using a Malvern NanoSight NS300 system (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) at 80 kV. The Dex size was measured using dry for 1–2 minutes before viewing by TEM (HT7650; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV. The Dex size was measured using a Malvern NanoSight NS300 system (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) at 80 kV.

Dex isolation and characterization
Dexs were isolated using the protocol described previously. Briefly, the culture supernatant of rAAV-empty-infected and rAAV/AFP-transfected mDCs was collected and centrifuged at 37°C, 300×g for 10 minutes. The supernatant was harvested and centrifuged at 4°C, 2,000×g for 20 minutes. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 10,000×g for 30 minutes at low temperature. The supernatant was transferred to 100-kDa MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and centrifuged at 4°C, 1,500×g for 1 hour. The cushion containing exosomes was washed twice with PBS at 100,000×g for 70 minutes at 4°C, and the obtained Dex pellets were finally resuspended in 100 µL PBS, filtered, and degenerated by 0.22 µm filter (Nordic Biosite, Ta¨by, Sweden). The protein content of Dex was quantified with a bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and then Dexs were stored at –80°C for the subsequent experiments.

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of Dex, approximately 20 µL Dex was transferred onto a pioloform-coated copper grid and allowed to stand at room temperature for 5 minutes. Then, excess fluid was sucked into filter paper. The sample was stained by a drop of 5 µL of 2% methyl cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 2% uranyl acetate (Sigma-Aldrich) under an incandescent light bulb to dry for 1–2 minutes before viewing by TEM (HT7650; Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) at 80 kV. The Dex size was measured using a Malvern NanoSight NS300 system (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Induction of CTL
PBMCs were routinely isolated, and DCs were induced from PBMCs and cultured. DCs were infected with rAAV/AFP 1 day after culture (DC-rAAV/AFP), and DC precursors were sensitized with 100 µg Dex (DC-Dex) 5 days after culture to prepare DC vaccines. DC-rAAV/AFP, DC-Dex, and non-transfected DCs after 7 days of induction were adjusted to a density of 1×10^6 cells/mL and incubated with 25 µg/mL mitomycin C at 37°C for 45 minutes. After being washed three times in PBS, cells were resuspended in RPMI 1640 medium. DC-rAAV/AFP (Group A), Dex (Group B), DC-Dex (Group C), and non-transfected DCs (Group D) were mixed with naive T cells, which were isolated by negative selection using Naive T cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions, at a ratio of 1:10, respectively. Cells in Group B (containing 1×10^6 naive T cells per well) were co-incubated with 100 µg/well Dex at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for 10 days.

Detection of DC-Induced naive T cell proliferation
Naive T cells were harvested, transferred to pre-warmed medium, and adjusted to a density of 1×10^6 cells/mL. Cells were co-incubated with 2 µL/mL 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) stock solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37°C for 30 minutes. Then the cooled medium with 5-fold volumes was added, and cells were incubated on ice for 5 minutes, harvested, and centrifuged. The sediment was collected and washed three times with fresh medium. Cells in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and
D) were co-incubated with CFSE-stained naïve T cells for 96 hours. The naïve T cell proliferation was determined using flow cytometry, and the proliferating cell colony formation was observed under a microscope.

Detection of expression of immune effector molecules

Cells in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and D) were co-incubated with naïve T cells for 10 days. The effector cells were incubated with mouse antihuman CD45RA-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/CD45RO-PE antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 alpha (LFA-1a) (CD11a)-PE/CD244-FITC antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD8-APC/CD28-FITC antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman HLA-DR-PE antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD69-PE antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD71-APC antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD95-PE antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD8-PE/PD1-APC antibody (BD Biosciences), mouse antihuman CD8-APC/CTLA-4-PE antibody (BD Biosciences), and isotype antibody (BD Biosciences) at room temperature in darkness for 20 minutes, mixed evenly using vortex. Following incubation at room temperature in darkness for 30 minutes, the cells were washed in PBS and centrifuged at 1,200 р/мин for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and 200 μL permeabilization buffer, 5 μL mouse antihuman granzyme-B-FITC antibody (BD Biosciences), and 5 μL mouse antihuman perforin-PE antibody (BD Biosciences) were added to the sediment and mixed evenly using vortex. Following incubation at room temperature in darkness for 20 minutes, the cells were centrifuged at 400 р/мин for 5 minutes, and adjusted to a density of 1×10^6 cells/mL. The effector cells in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and D) were co-cultured with naïve T cells for 10 days. The effector cells were washed in pre-cooled 1× PBS, and resuspended in 500 μL PBS containing 0.5% paraformaldehyde was added to the sediment and subjected to flow cytometry.

Enzyme-linked immune absorbent spot (ELISPOT) assay

The ELISPOT assay was performed to determine the frequency of interferon-γ (IFN-γ)-producing CTLs stimulated by target tumor cells using 96-well culture plates pre-coated with antihuman IFN-γ antibody (Dakewe Biotech Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) following the manufacturer’s instructions. CTLs (2×10^5 cells per well) induced by DC-rAAV/AFP (Group A), Dex (Group B), DC-Dex (Group C), and non-transfected DCs (Group D) were co-cultured with HepG2 cells (1×10^5 cells per well) at an E/T ratio of 20:1, while the phytohemagglutinin group served as a positive control. After incubation at 37°C for 24 hours without moving the plate, cells were removed and plates were washed. Biotinylated IFN-γ monoclonal antibody (1 hour at 37°C) was added, followed by the addition of streptavidin-HRP (1 hour at 37°C) and then pre-mixed 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole solutions with washes between each step. The reaction was stopped with distilled water on development of the spots, which were subsequently quantified on an ImmunoSpot® Series 6 Analyzer (Cellular Technology Limited, Cleveland, OH, USA).

Detection of cytokines in effector and HepG2 cell co-culture supernatant

The effectors in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and D) were harvested and centrifuged at 400×g for 5 minutes. The target HepG2 cell density was adjusted to 1×10^6 cells/mL, and the target HepG2 cell density was adjusted to 1×10^6 cells/mL. The effector cells and target cells were co-cultured at a ratio of 20:1 at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for at least 5 hours and centrifuged, and the cell co-culture supernatant was collected. The interleukin (IL)-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), IFN-γ, and IL-17A levels were detected in the effector and HepG2 cell co-culture supernatant using the Cytometric Bead Array (CBA) Human Th1/Th2/Th17 Cytokine Kit (BD Biosciences) on a FACScanto II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) following the manufacturer’s instructions. All flow cytometric data were processed with the software CBA FCAP Array (BD Biosciences).

Detection of the killing action of Dex-Induced CTL against HCC cells

HepG2 and SMMC7721 cells served as target cells and were adjusted to a density of 1×10^6 cells/mL. The effector cells in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and D) were harvested, centrifuged at 400×g for 5 minutes, and adjusted to a density of 5×10^5 cells/mL. The effector and target cells were co-cultured at a ratio of 25:1 at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for 5 hours and centrifuged at 400×g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, washed in pre-cooled 1× PBS, and resuspended in 500 μL binding buffer (BD Biosciences). Cells were then incubated in mouse antihuman CD3-APC antibody and Annexin-V-FITC (BD Biosciences) at 4°C for 30 minutes, washed in pre-cooled...
binding buffer, stained with 7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) for 10 minutes, and subjected to flow cytometry. The killing rate of CTL was calculated using the following formula. The killing rate of CTL (%) = (APC− cell count−APC− FITC−7-AAD− cell count)/APC− cell count×100%.

The CD107a expression was determined in CTL using flow cytometry. Briefly, the CTL density was adjusted to 1×10⁶ cells/mL, and CTL was co-cultured with HepG2 cells at a ratio of 20:1 at 37°C with CO₂ for 2 hours. The cell co-culture was incubated with 2 µM monensin for 3.5 hours, incubated with mouse antihuman CD107a-PE antibody and mouse antihuman CD8-PerCP antibody for 30 minutes, washed three times in PBS, and subjected to flow cytometry.

Statistical analyses
All measurement data were described as mean±SD, and all statistical analyses were performed using the statistical software SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Differences of mean among the four groups were compared with one-way ANOVA, and stepwise multiple comparisons were done with Fisher’s least significant difference (LSD) method and Dunnett’s test. Differences of mean between groups were tested for statistical significance with Student’s t-test, and differences of proportions were compared with chi-squared test. A P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
mDCs morphology and phenotypes
PBMC-derived DCs were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with the appropriate cytokine cocktail. On day 7 post-culture, the suspension cell clusters were found to increase and typical morphology gradually appeared, such as branch-like protrusions and aggregation of branching structure among cells (Figure 1A). In addition, the mDCs post-transfection with rAAV/AFP showed positive staining for CD11C, CD209, CD54, MHC-II, and T cell co-stimulatory molecules (CD80, CD86), and the expressions of CD11C, CD209, CD54, CD86, CD80, and HLA-DR were 99.25%, 92.96%, 95.63%, 90.06%, 86.48%, and 99.54% in mDCs, respectively (Figure 1B).

Dex morphology, size, and target protein expression
TEM showed that Dexs appeared as oval–biconcave-shaped membranous vesicles, which measured 50–100 nm in diameter and showed scattered or clustered distribution (Figure 2A). The Dexs were deeply stained bilayer lipid membrane, and the interior contained low-intensity electronic components. To further investigate the size distribution profile of Dex, the size distribution analysis was performed using the Malvern NanoSight NS300 system, which showed a size peak of 91 nm in mature Dex (Figure 2B). To test the purity of exosomes, the expression of calnexin, a negative marker of exosomes, was determined, and the expression of exosomal protein markers Alix, CD81, CD9, and CD63, was determined using Western blotting. Higher MHC-I, MHC-II, and CD86 expressions were detected in Dex lysates, and Dex was found to carry AFP antigen in mDC-derived exosomes (Figure 2C), which allowed the immunological activity in Dex.

DC- and Dex-induced Naive T cell proliferation
Naive T cells were sorted with the magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) system. Following co-incubation of the cells
in the four groups (Group A, B, C, and D) with CFSE-stained naive T cells for 96 hours, we observed the proliferating naive T cell colony formation under a microscope, and flow cytometry detected naive T cell proliferation in all four groups. Flow cytometry detected a higher rate of CFSE-negative naive T cells in DC-rAAV/AFP (39.73% ± 4.59%), Dex (45.50% ± 2.32%), and DC-Dex (51.46% ± 3.38%) than in non-transfected DCs (28.60% ± 2.48%; P < 0.05), and a higher proliferative ability was seen in Group C than in other three groups (P < 0.05; Figure 3).

Expression of immune effector molecules
After the co-incubation of the DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, DC-Dex, and non-transfected DCs with naive T cells for 10 days, respectively, flow cytometry was performed to detect the expression of surface markers of immune effector cells, including naive/memory cell surface markers CD45RA/CD45RO; co-stimulatory activation; and adhesion molecules LFA-1a/CD244, CD28, OX40, HLA-DR, CD69, and CD71; apoptotic molecule CD95; immunosuppressive molecules PD-1 and CTLA-4; and cell killing effector molecules GrB/perforin. Flow cytometry detected significantly higher expressions of CD45RO, LFA-1a/CD244, GrB, and perforin in DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs (P < 0.05). DC-Dex was found to induce higher expressions of CD28, OX40, and HLA-DR relative to non-transfected DCs (P < 0.05), while the CD28, OX40, and HLA-DR expressions in non-transfected DCs were not significantly different from that in DC-rAAV/AFP and Dex (P > 0.05). In addition, significantly lower CD45RA expression was detected in Dex and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs (P < 0.05), and the PD-1 expression was significantly higher in DC-Dex relative to DC-rAAV/AFP and non-transfected DCs (P < 0.05). However, there were no significant differences in the CD69, CD71, CD95, or CTLA-4 expression among the four groups (P > 0.05; Table 1 and Figure 4).

IFN-γ secretion
ELISPOT assay was used to detect IFN-γ secretion, representing specific activation, by CTLs induced by
DC-derived exosomes mediate immune responses against HCC

DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, DC-Dex, and non-transfected DCs in the presence of IL-2 together with tumor target cells. Since the antigen-specific cytotoxic effect may only be elicited by the tumor cells, detection of the frequency of IFN-γ-secreting CTLs was performed in DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, DC-Dex, and non-transfected DCs with HepG2 cells (target cells) at an effector/target ratio of 20:1. As shown in Figure 5, CTLs induced by DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex showed a significantly higher level of IFN-γ (>5-fold) than non-transfected DCs (P<0.01).

Cytokine production in effector cell and HepG2 cell Co-Culture supernatant

The effector cells in the four groups and HepG2 cells were co-cultured at a ratio of 20:1 at 37°C with 5% CO₂ for at least 5 hours and centrifuged, respectively, and the cell co-culture supernatant was collected. The IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-10, TNF, IFN-γ, and IL-17A levels were detected in the cell co-culture supernatant. Flow cytometry detected a significant reduction in the IL-4 and IL-17A levels in Dex relative to the other three groups (P<0.05), and a higher IFN-γ level was observed in

---

### Table 1 Expression of immune effector molecules detected by flow cytometry (mean±SD, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effector cell molecule</th>
<th>DC-rAAV/AFP</th>
<th>Dex</th>
<th>DC-Dex</th>
<th>Non-transfected DCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD45RO</td>
<td>35.46±1.56&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup,b</td>
<td>32.24±4.58&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>53.83±3.05&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24.96±0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD45RA</td>
<td>40.46±7.94&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup,b</td>
<td>32.63±4.58&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>53.83±3.05&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24.96±0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD11a/CD244</td>
<td>56±2.49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>50.92±3.41&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>70.06±3.49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>42.86±6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD28</td>
<td>49.3±1.15</td>
<td>49.83±3.22</td>
<td>56.1±2.87&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>43.96±0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OX40</td>
<td>56±2.49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>50.92±3.41&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>70.06±3.49&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>42.86±6.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLA-DR</td>
<td>53.83±3.53</td>
<td>55.16±3.78</td>
<td>59.36±5.78&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>52.56±4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD69</td>
<td>4.08±0.61</td>
<td>5.3±1.31</td>
<td>7.06±0.86</td>
<td>4.53±1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD71</td>
<td>63.9±3.98</td>
<td>61.26±4.99</td>
<td>64.53±6.84</td>
<td>57.26±4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD95</td>
<td>57.3±13.28</td>
<td>54.6±12.74</td>
<td>55.95±4.62</td>
<td>48.86±3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD-1</td>
<td>8.69±1.21&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>13.96±2.11</td>
<td>17.67±2.4&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.63±1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTLA-4</td>
<td>1.26±0.06</td>
<td>1.27±0.17</td>
<td>1.4±0.28</td>
<td>1.38±0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDB/GorB</td>
<td>53.56±1.67&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>57.36±3.15&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>61.5±1.17&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>43.36±2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8/perforin</td>
<td>31.96±1.79&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>32.2±0.46&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;b</td>
<td>37.6±1.5&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>19.46±1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: <sup>a</sup>P<0.05 vs non-transfected DCs; <sup>b</sup>P<0.05 vs DC-Dex.

Abbreviations: AFP, alpha-fetoprotein; CFSE, 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester; DC, dendritic cell; Dex, dendritic cell-derived exosome; rAAV, recombinant adeno-associated viral vector.

---

**Figure 3** DC- and Dex-induced naive T cell proliferation.

Note: (A and E) DC-rAAV/AFP; (B and F) Dex; (C and G) DC-Dex; (D and H) non-transfected DCs; (A–D) CFSE staining; (E–H) flow cytometry.

Abbreviations: AFP, alpha-fetoprotein; CFSE, 5,6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester; DC, dendritic cell; Dex, dendritic cell-derived exosome; rAAV, recombinant adeno-associated viral vector.
DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs ($P<0.05$). The IL-2, IL-6, IL-10, and TNF levels in non-transfected DCs were not significantly different from those in the other three groups ($P>0.05$; Figure 6).

**In vitro Dex-induced cytotoxicity against HCC cells**

Flow cytometry revealed that DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex induced greater CTL cytotoxicity to HCC cells than non-transfected DC ($P<0.05$), and DC-rAAV/AFP-, Dex-, and DC-Dex-induced CTLs showed 39.33%±0.75%, 40.53%±1.23%, and 51.43%±1.45% killing rates of AFP-positive HepG2 cells and 21.10%±0.70%, 26.10%±1.15%, and 29.63%±0.66% killing rates of AFP-negative SMMC-7221 cells, respectively ($P<0.05$). There was no significant difference in the killing rate of HCC cells between Dex- and DC-rAAV/AFP-induced CTLs ($P>0.05$), and a higher killing rate of HCC cells was detected in DC-Dex than in DC-rAAV/AFP and Dex ($P>0.05$; Figure 7).

Flow cytometry detected 29.30%±2.45%, 30.30%±1.53%, and 31.90%±2.23% CD107a expression on the surface of DC-rAAV/AFP-, Dex-, and DC-Dex-induced CTLs, which was significantly higher than that (19.23%±0.30%) on the surface of non-transfected DC-induced CTL ($P<0.05$). However, there was no significant difference in the CD107a expression on the surface of Dex- and DC-rAAV/AFP-induced CTLs ($P>0.05$; Figure 7).

**Discussion**

It has been proved that DC-based immunotherapy may trigger tumor antigen-specific CTL responses against multiple human cancers. However, DC-based vaccines suffer from...
human diseases remains controversial. A search for more effective biological cancer vaccines is urgently needed and has been given a high priority.

In addition to the participation in immune regulation through the direct cell–cell interaction and secretion of cytokines, DCs may elicit T cell immune responses through the release of biologically active exosomes. In tumor-bearing mice, tumor peptide-pulsed D exs were found to prime specific CTLs and eradicate or suppress the growth of the established murine tumors in a T cell-dependent manner. Since then, Dex, as a novel subcellular vaccine, has shown potential in immunotherapy for cancers. Murine DCs were found to have a reduction in antigen uptake ability and an increase in antigen-presenting ability with the development from immaturity to maturation, which was characterized by a remarkable rise in MHC molecules, adhesion molecule intercellular cell adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), and costimulatory molecule B7, and a slight decrease in Dex secretion. Exosomes secreted by mDCs (mDexs) are therefore to exhibit a stronger ability to stimulate T cell proliferation than immature DC (imDC)-derived exosomes (imDexs).

In the current study, PBMCs-derived DCs were loaded with recombinant AAV-carrying AFP gene (DC-rAAV/AFP) and then induced with recombinant human IL-4 (rhIL-4), rhGM-CSF, and LPS. Following ultrafiltration and sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation, high-purity exosomes secreted from mDCs (DC-Dex) were obtained.

Results from Phase I clinical trials have shown that Dex therapy is feasible and well tolerated in patients with advanced NSCLC, metastatic melanoma, and advanced colorectal cancer. However, there is little knowledge on the clinical efficacy of Dex for HCC, and whether Dex directly elicits T cell-mediated immune responses is still in dispute to date. Antigen-loaded Dex was reported to highly express MHC–peptide complex, ICAM-1, and B7-2 (CD86) and may directly induce the production of antigen-specific CTLs and promote their secretion of IFN-γ in the absence of DCs. There is also evidence showing that Dex may cross-present functional MHC–peptide complexes to DCs, and following uptake of MHC–peptide complexes, DCs may exhibit strong antitumor immune responses. In addition, immunologic adjuvants have shown effective to enhance the function of Dex, including TLR3/9 ligand, CpG ODN, and Ampligen.

In this study, we detected naive T cell proliferation in all four groups, and higher naive T cell proliferation was detected in the DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs, while greater naive T cell proliferation was induced in DC-Dex than in the other three groups. Flow cytometry...
showed significantly higher expressions of CD45RO, CD11a (LFA-1a)/CD244, GrB, and perforin in DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs (P<0.05), and significantly higher CD28, OX40 (CD134), and HLA-DR expressions were induced in DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs (P<0.05). However, no significant differences were observed in the CD69, CD71 (TfR1), CD95, or CTLA-4 expression among the four groups (P>0.05). Moreover, flow cytometry detected significantly lower IL-4 and IL-17A expressions in Group B than in other three groups (P<0.05), and higher IFN-γ expression was seen in DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs (P<0.05). ELISPOT assay revealed an increase in IFN-γ secretion in antigen-sensitized T cells activated by DCs and Dex, which contributed to the presentation of tumor antigen, activation of naive T cells, and priming of AFP-specific antitumor immune responses.

T-cell receptor (TCR)/MHC–peptide complex, LFA-1/ICAM-1, and CD28/B7 are required for naive T cell proliferation, and the binding of MHC–peptide complex on mDex to TCR and ICAM-1 binding to LFA-1 promote T cell activation and proliferation in the presence of CD28/B7 co-stimulation. CD71, a 95-kD transferrin receptor, is a cell surface proliferation marker that is involved in the cellular uptake of iron. Since cell proliferation requires more irons, the rise of transferring on T cell surface may increase the iron transport, thereby promoting cell proliferation.
CD-derived exosomes mediate immune responses against HCC

exposure to DC stimulation for 20–72 hours, persistent high expression of transferrin receptor is detected in T cells, with expression to more than 75%. In addition, CD71 has been identified as a marker for middle- and late-stage cell activation and is expressed in a large number of proliferative cells, including activated lymphocytes, monocytes, and primitive red blood cells; however, it is not expressed in resting lymphocytes. Our data preliminarily indicated that Dex stimulated T cell proliferation and promoted T cells to express functional molecules that exhibit immune effects. Dex and DC-rAAV/AFP were found to upregulate the expression of granzyme and perforin, the two major effectors for CTL cytoxicity, and activate co-stimulatory molecules CD28, OX40 (CD134), HLA-DR, and CD71. The early activation molecule CD69 was lowly expressed, while stable HLA-DR and CD71 expressions were detected 10 days post-stimulation. Following T cell activation, the CD95 (apoptosis antigen ligand 1/Fas) expression rapidly rises, and the apoptosis of T cells may occur via CD95/CD95L signaling. In addition, we detected low PD-1 and CTLA-4 expressions. Our findings showed that DC-Dex enhanced immune activities; exhibited a greater ability to stimulate T cell proliferation and to induce T cell maturation, activation, and cytotoxicity; and induced higher IFN-γ production than non-transfected DCs. It is indicated that the functional molecules on exosome surface are involved in DCs recruitment and exosome endocytosis, and DEXs, as vectors to transfer specific MHC I– or MHC II–peptide complexes between APC and T cells and between APCs, may initiate T cell immune responses. In addition, the immunogenicity of Dex may be transferred to other APCs, and antigen cross-presentation may occur among APCs through exosome secretion and uptake, resulting in the expansion of the breadth of the immune responses using weak antigens.

In this study, DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex were found to induce greater CTL cytotoxicity to HCC cells than non-transfected DCs, and higher killing actions were detected against AFP-positive HepG2 cells than AFP-negative SMMC-7721 cells. In addition, DC-Dex induced a higher killing rate of HCC cells than DC-rAAV/AFP and Dex, and no significant difference was observed in the killing rate of HCC cells between the DC-rAAV/AFP and Dex. Flow cytometry detected higher CD107a expression in DC-rAAV/AFP, Dex, and DC-Dex than in non-transfected DCs, while no significant difference was observed in the CD107a expression between DC-rAAV/AFP and Dex. CD107a is rarely expressed on normal CD8 cell surface; however, CD107a may be highly expressed on CD8 cell membrane surface following stimulation with target cells, which is characterized by the release of intracellular granzyme and perforin and transfer of CD107a to cell membrane. Therefore, it is considered that the CD107a expression by CTLs may indicate CTL cytotoxicity, which indirectly reflects the killing action of CTLs.

Conclusion
The results of this study demonstrate that like DCs, Dex, as a cell-free vaccine that carries tumor antigens and exhibit antigen-presenting activity, is effective to stimulate naive T cell proliferation in vitro and induce T cell activation to become antigen-specific CTLs to exhibit in vitro antitumor immune responses against HCC. In addition, DC-Dex seems more effective to trigger MHC I-restricted CTL response and allow DCs to make full use of the minor antigen peptides, thereby maximally activating specific immune responses against HCC. It is concluded that Dex, which combines the advantages of DCs and cell-free vectors, is promising to completely, or at least in part, replace mDCs to function as cancer vaccines or natural antitumor adjuvant. In addition, antigen-modified Dex have shown beneficial for tumor suppression in diverse HCC mouse models, which is in agreement with the findings from this study. Taken together, the efficacy of Dex against HCC merits further preclinical investigations. Hence, the need for further studies to investigate the most effective doses of Dex, the precise active status of DC, and the preclinical feasibility and safety of Dex for HCC seems justified.
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